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About the QA team and about the project

- André Schnabel – QA lead
- Joost Andrae – QA co-lead
- ~550 members have “canconfirm” privileges in IssueTracker
- Mailing list dev@qa.openoffice.org
  > Traffic ~150 postings per month (sometimes more)
- Homepage http://qa.openoffice.org
About QA on OpenOffice.org

- Confirming and discussing issues
- Doing automated tests
  - By using the GUI based test tool application
  - By using 'qadevOOo' API based test environment using C/C++, Java, Python or Basic
- Advice people within the QA mailing list how to proceed
- Localization testing (working together with native language teams) and working on test cases within the test case management (TCM) portal on http://www.sunvirtuallab.com/tcm2/opensource/tcm_login.cgi?tc m_config=newooo
Project Activities

- **Releases**
  - 2.0.2, 2.0.3 and 2.0.4
  - security patches

- **Events in 2006**
  - DE team QA & Localization weekend in Essen, Germany
  - OOo Camp in Dietz (near Limburg), Germany

- **Project statistics**
oooaq keyword statistics

- open issues (incl. verified)
- all issues (incl. closed)
- new & unconfirmed NOT oooqa
- unconfirmed AND defect
- AND NOT oooqa
- unconfirmed AND defect
- AND oooqa
additional statistics

To total of issues submitted in the week before for all projects

Issues submitted in last week for all projects and resolved or closed

Total of issues which have the status <fixed>
Q&A

Do you have any questions?
Bug hunting

What is bug hunting?

- Finding issues (bugs)
- Confirming issues
- Working together and discussing together the content of issues

Have fun!
I hope you enjoyed this session
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